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Abstract

A theoretical analysis is made of the chirp-ionosonde signal structure for the one- and two-hop propagation in a randomly
inhomogeneous ionosphere. For the two-hop propagation, the inuence of an additional wave scattering from ground rough-
nesses is taken into account. A numerical simulation showed that random ionospheric irregularities and ground roughnesses
play a signi�cant role in signal structure formation. Numerical simulation results are compared with experimental data obtained
for the oblique-incidence ionospheric sounding path. c© 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a practical implementation
of chirp-ionosondes in ionospheric research, which incorpo-
rate such features as good noise immunity, modest power
consumption, and high resolution (Barry and Fenwick, 1969;
Ivanov et al., 1986; Earl and Ward, 1987; Brynko et al.,
1988; Arthur and Cannon, 1994; Lynn, 1998).
Despite the extensive applications of chirp-ionosondes,

the structure of chirp-signals is as yet imperfectly under-
stood in the context of their propagation in the ionospheric
channel, with due regard for performance characteristics of
recording facilities. Past e�orts were focused mainly on ana-
lyzing the signal structure in the absence of the dispersion in
the ionosphere, or by taking into account only the phase dis-
persion during the propagation in a regular medium, which
was associated with the lack of a su�ciently thorough anal-
ysis of the chirp-signal structure in random media with al-
lowance made for background refraction (Ilyin et al., 1996;
Lundborg and Lungren, 1992; Filipp et al., 1991; Salous,
1989; Barabashov and Vetrogradov, 1994).
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It is well known that in the case of oblique-incidence
ionospheric soundings the signal at the reception point is
generated, on the one hand, through the propagation of the
waves directly in the ionosphere without intermediate re-
ections from the terrestrial surface. On the other hand, the
signal can propagate via successive reections of the waves
from the Earth–ionosphere waveguide walls. In this paper,
we shall explore both possibilities of formation of a contin-
uous chirp-signal. In the latter case, however, for the sake of
simplicity, we will con�ne ourselves to analyzing the signal
behavior at the two-hop propagation.

2. Structure of the one-hop signal

The chirp-ionosonde emits a continuous frequency-
modulated signal:

V (t) = a0(t)e
−i(!at+(!̇=2)t2); (1)

where !a is the initial frequency, !̇ is the frequency-sweep
rate of the signal and a0(t) is unity throughout the life-
time interval of the signal V (t), and is zero beyond this
interval.
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After the signal has passed through the ionospheric chan-
nel, at the receiver input we have

U (t) =
∫ ∞

−∞
Us(!; t)e−i!t d!

=
∫ ∞

−∞
R(!; t)Vs(!)e

−i!t d!; (2)

where Us(!; t) is the spectrum of the received signal, Vs(!)
is the spectrum of the emitted signal, and R(!; t) is the
reection factor from a quasi-stationary ionosphere.
Based on the principle of signal processing in the

chirp-ionosonde, it is an easy matter to show that the signal
at the ionosonde output will be de�ned by the expression
(Ilyin et al., 1996; Lundborg and Lungren, 1992; Filipp
et al., 1991; Vakman, 1963):

S(
) =
1
2�

∫ ∞

−∞
V (t)U∗(t)W (t)ei
t dt

=
1
2�

∫ ∫ ∞

−∞
V ∗
s (!)R

∗(!; t)V (t)W (t)eit(!+
) dt d!;

(3)

whereW (t) is a weighting function, or a function describing
the time “window” of the spectrum analyzer, which in the
following, for the sake of simplicity, will be approximated
by the expression W (t) = e−(t−t0)

2=2T 2 , with T being the
duration of the “window”.
By taking the square of (3) and averaging over an en-

semble of realizations of the random medium, for the mean
power spectrum 〈|S(
)|2〉 we can obtain:
〈|S(
)|2〉

=
1

(2�)2

∫∫∫∫ ∞

−∞
Vs(!1)V

∗
s (!2)W

∗(t1)W (t2)V
∗(t1)V (t2)

×e−it1(!1+
)+it2(!2+
)�(!1; !2; t1; t2) dt1 dt2 d!1 d!2;
(4)

where �(!1; !2; t1; t2) = 〈R∗(!1; t1)R(!2; t2)〉 is the fre-
quency coherence function of wave �eld uctuations in a
quasi-stationary ionosphere.
In practice, the duration T is of the order of one second,

and the frequency-sweep rate is in the range 50–100 kHz=s.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the interval T involves a
narrow-band signal, with its spectrum de�ned as

Vs(!) =
1√
2�!̇

ei(!−!a)
2=2!̇−i(�=4) sgn(!̇)

×
{
1; !a¡!¡!b;
0; !¡!a; !¿!b:

(5)

By introducing, when calculating Eq. (4), the summation-
di�erence variables

!1;2 = !± �!
2

; t1;2 = t ± �t
2

and taking into account the weak dependence of � on t1; t2,
we obtain

〈|S(
)|2〉= T
√
�

(2�)2!̇

∫ ∞

−∞
’r

(
!0−!−
; !−!0

!̇
; !

)
d!;

(6)

where

’r =
1
2�

∫ ∞

−∞

∫
�(!;�!;�t) exp

{
− (�t)2

4
!̇2T 2

×
(
1 +

1
!̇2T 4

)
− T 2

4
(�!)2 +

T 2

2
!̇�t�!

}

×exp
{
i�t(!0−!−
)+i�!

!̇
(!−!0)

}
d�! d�t

(7)

with !0 = !a + !̇t0 being the frequency at t = t0.
For the frequency coherence function of the �eld, we use

the expression obtained in the ray approximation (Afanasiev
et al., 1983)

�(�!)3|A|2 exp{i(�!�+�t!g)− 1
2 (�!)2�2�}; (8)

where !g is the Doppler frequency shift, A is the amplitude,
and �2� is the dispersion of the propagation time.
Note that in papers of Zernov’s group (Gherm et al.,

1997a, b) the method of smooth disturbances is used to de-
scribe the function of �eld frequency coherence by taking
into account the di�raction e�ects. In our paper, expression
(8) is obtained under conditions of a strong dispersion of
the wave phase when di�raction e�ects make only a slight
contribution to the �eld uctuations, and the main properties
of the �eld are determined by e�ects of large-scale irregu-
larities (::l/Rf , where Rf is the radius of the �rst Fresnel
zone) (Rytov et al., 1978). Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7)
and integrating Eq. (6) gives

〈|S(
)|2〉= A2T
2�F exp

{
− (
− !g − �(!c))2

F2

}
; (9)

where � is the time of signal propagation at the frequency

!c = !0 − �(!0)!̇:

F =
√

1
T 2 + 2!̇

2�2� + (�′!̇2T )2 is the “width” of the line
observed by the spectrum analyzer at the frequency. 
 =
�(!0)!̇+ !g, and �′ = (@�=@!)(!c).
As is evident from formula (9), the resolving power of

the chirp-ionosonde is determined by three factors: the band
of the “window” of the spectrum analyzer 1=T ; random
variations in the propagation time �2� ; and dispersion distor-
tions in the ionosphere (the third term in the radicand for the
function F). It is easy to note that by increasing the time of
analysis of T , it is possible to decrease the role of the �rst
factor, but the contribution from the second factors remains
the same, and the role of the dispersion distortions increases.
Generally, however, the role of these distortions counts very
little because of the smallness of �′. Formula (9) was used in
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Fig. 1. Results of a numerical simulation of the chirp-signal struc-
ture in the case of a one-hop propagation ((a) only the disper-
sion distortions are taken into account; (b) account is taken of the
distortions caused both by the dispersion and by the inuence of
random ionospheric irregularities).

a numerical simulation of the chirp-signal spectra 〈|S(
)|2〉
for one-hop propagation along a path with D = 3000 km.
Statistical moments of trajectory characteristics were cal-
culated by the technique described in Afanasiev et al.
(1989). The model of a regular ionosphere was represented
by an exponential dependence of dielectric permittivity on
height

� = 1− f2k
f2
exp

{
−
(
z − zm
ym

)2}
: (10)

Calculations used parameters typical of the F2-layer:
Zm = 270 km, Ym = 80 km, and fk =7 MHz. Fig. 1a and b
presents the results derived from calculating the chirp-signal
spectrum (from here onwards the width of the spectrum
analyzer “window” is T = 1 s) at one-hop propagation
with the inclusion of dispersion distortions (Fig. 1a) and
distortions caused both by the dispersion of the medium
and by the inuence of ionospheric random irregularities
(Fig. 1b). Calculations were performed at the frequency
F =16 MHz (F=FMUF =0:6), with a chirp-signal frequency
variation rate of 100 kHz=s.
Electron density irregularities were characterized by

a Gaussian correlation function of dielectric permittivity
( � = �e−( �r1− �r2)

2=l2 , where � is the intensity, and l the
irregularity scale), describing the dependence of density
uctuations at space-di�erence points with coordinates,
�r1; �r2. As expected (see formula (10)), the scattering of
the radio waves leads to an additional (compared to the
inuence of the ionospheric dispersion (Lundborg and Lun-
gren, 1992; Filipp et al., 1991) broadening of the signal
spectrum. (The irregularity parameters in this case were
�= 10−6 and l= 1 km). An analysis of calculations of the
spectra 〈|S(
)|2〉 for the other ratios F=FMUF showed that
the distortions of the chirp-signal spectrum are determined
mainly by the behavior of the radius of frequency corre-
lation of the �eld of both modes. These, in turn, decrease
when the sounding frequency tends to MUF in conditions
of a large phase dispersion (intense irregularities) (Tinin et
al., 1992). Hence, it follows from theoretical calculations

that the width of the chirp-signal spectrum of both modes
tends to increase as one approaches the MUF.

3. Structure of the two-hop signal

In the case of a two-hop propagation, the mean power
spectrum of the signal at the chirp-ionosonde output can also
be determined by expression (9). In doing so, we assume
that ground reection of the waves obeys a specular law,
and uctuations of trajectory characteristics constitute an
additive sum of uctuations of these characteristics at each
hop.
Fig. 2a and b presents the envelopes of the chirp-signal

spectra for two-hop propagation along the selected path with
the same irregularity parameters as in the case of one-hop
propagation. The role of random irregularities also manifests
itself markedly (see Fig. 2b) in signal structure distortions.
Furthermore, the width of the signal spectrum is larger as
compared to the one-hop propagation, which is associated
with an increase in the length of the scattering area in the
ionosphere at two-hop propagation. At the same time, as
is evident in some cases in experimental oblique-sounding
ionograms (Orlov, 1989), a signi�cant (over 100 �s) broad-
ening of the chirp-signal spectrum at two-hop propagation
does not arise here. This inconsistency between theoret-
ical calculations and measurements calls for analysis of
alternative reasons for such substantial distortions of the
chirp-signal.
In the �rst place, with the above simulation of the signal

structure on the two-hop path, the assumption that the law
of mirror reection of the waves is obeyed at the Earth–
ionosphere interface, is questionable. When taking into ac-
count the actual lay of the ground, it is necessary to make
allowance for the possibility of an additional scattering of
ionospheric radio waves (Afanasiev et al., 1990; Tinin et
al., 1992), and changes in correlation properties of the HF
�eld would thus be expected. Therefore, a more correct de-
scription of the chirp-signal behavior at two-hop propagation
requires, strictly speaking, a knowledge of the frequency
coherence function of the �eld �(!1; !2), with due regard
for the scattering from the rough terrestrial surface.
When solving the problem of wave scattering from a

rough surface, it is customary to consider (Bass and Fuchs,
1978; Rytov et al., 1978) the case of a regular plane or
spherical wave incident on this surface. The problem of
ionosphere-reected HF radio waves scattered from the
ground is substantially more complicated because the
structure of the incident ionospheric radio wave contains
distortions associated with regular refraction and with the
scattering of the wave in an inhomogeneous ionosphere.
Considering that in the case of multiple-hop propagation
the HF scattering from surface roughnesses is essentially
in a forward direction, we will take into account mostly
large-scale roughnesses which are known (Rytov et al.,
1978) to be responsible for the forward scattering. In terms
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Fig. 2. Results of a numerical simulation of the chirp-signal structure in the case of a two-hop propagation ((a) only the dispersion distortions
are taken into account; (b) account is taken of the distortions caused both by the dispersion and by the inuence of random ionospheric
irregularities).

Fig. 3. Results of a numerical simulation of the chirp-signal structure in the case of a two-hop propagation with proper account of the
distortions caused both by the dispersion and by the inuence of random ionospheric irregularities and ground roughnesses ((a) for the case
of the radius of spatial correlation of ground roughness P = 3 km; (b), P = 5 km, (c), P = 10 km).
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of such an assumption, the scattering of ionospheric radio
waves from the terrestrial surface can be calculated using
the Kirchho� method.
After ground reection, an expression for the wave �eld

in terms of the Kirchho� method can be obtained in the
form

U =
∫

V3(r
′)

@
@N
[U0(r

′)G(r′; r)] dL; (11)

where U0(r′) is the incident wave �eld, G(r′; r) the Green’s
function, N the normal to the rough surface L, and V3(r′)
the ground reection factor.
Further, for the incident wave �eld and the Green’s func-

tion we will use the ray approximation and, for the sake of
simplicity, we consider the problem of scattering from the
ground in a two-dimensional case (neglecting their scatter-
ing in the azimuthal plane).
In this case, we have

U =−
∫

V3qzA0(x
′)Ag(x

′; x) exp{i[�0(x′)

+�g(x
′; x)− qz�(x

′)]} dx′; (12)

where A0;g and �0;g are, respectively, the amplitude and
phase of the incident wave and of the Green’s function; and
q is the wave vector of scattering from the terrestrial sur-
face, �(x′) is a function characterizing the terrestrial surface
roughness.
Assuming that ionospheric irregularities inuence pre-

dominantly the wave phase and to a lesser extent the wave
amplitude (in terms of the ray approximation, this is quite
admissible), amplitude uctuations may be neglected. Us-
ing Eq. (12) it is then possible to obtain the expression
for the frequency coherence function of the �eld �(!1; !2).
Assuming that the ray path in the ionosphere encounters
a large number of irregularities, i.e. the Gaussian law of
phase uctuation distribution is obeyed, for �(!1; !2) we
have

�(!1; !2) =
∫ ∫

V 2
3 q

2
z |A1(x1)A2(x1; x)|2

×exp{i[�1(x1; !1t1) + �2(x1; !1t1; x)
−�1(x2; !2t2)− �2(x2; !2t2)]

−1
2
〈[�̃1(x1; !1t1) + �̃2(x1; !1t1)

−�̃1(x2; !2t2)− �̃2(x2; !2t2)
−qz(!1)�(x1) + qz(!2)�(x2)]

2〉} dx1 dx2;
(13)

where A1 and A2 are the �eld amplitudes at the �rst and
second hops, respectively. Similarly, �1 and �2 are the val-
ues of the �eld phase of the �rst and second hops. Upon
introducing the summation-di�erence variables x1 − x2 = �;
x1 + x2 = 2� and assuming !2 = !1 + �!, t2 = t1 + �t,

upon integrating we have

�(!1; !2)3
√
2�

∫
V 2
3 q

2
z A1(�)|A2(�)2|e−q2x =2�

2
pL(�) d�

�p
;

(14)

where

L= exp
{
−i�′�!− i!g �t − �′

�

2
(�!)2

}
;

qz =−k
[√

1− S21 +
√
1− S22

]
; qx =−k(S1 − S2);

S1 = sin �H1 ; S2 = sin �H2 ; �′ = �+
qx x�

�2p
;

where k is the wave number, and �H1 ; �H2 are, respectively,
the angles of incidence and reection of the waves at the
end of the �rst hop,

�′2
� = �2� −  2x�

�2p
; �2� = �2�1 + �2�2 +

(
@qz

@!

)2
�23 ;

�2p = �2�1 + �2�2 + q2z �
2
sh ;  x� =  x�1 +  x�2 ;

where �2�1 ; �
2
�2 are the dispersion of the ray propagation time

at the �rst and second hops, �2�1 ; �
2
�2 the dispersion of angles

of arrival of the ray, respectively, at the �rst and second
hops,  x�1 ;  x�2 the cross-correlation function of uctuations
of the ray propagation range and time at the hops, �23 =
〈(�)2〉; �2sh = 〈(@�=@�)2〉 are dispersion of terrestrial surface
roughnesses.
On substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (7) and integrating

Eq. (6) for the chirp-signal spectrum on the two-hop path,
we have

|S(
)|2 = T√
2�

∫
V 2
3 q

2
z A1|(�)A2(�)|2

�p�
exp

{
− q2x
2�2p

}

×exp
{
− (
− !g − �′!̇)2

�2

}
d�; (15)

where � =
√
1=T 2 + 2!̇2�′2

� + (�′!̇2T )2.
Expression (15) was used in a numerical simulation of

the signal spectrum distortions for di�erent parameters of
ionospheric irregularities and terrestrial surface roughnesses.
Terrestrial roughnesses were described by a Gaussian cor-
relation function with the parameters � and p, where

√
�

is the standard deviation of the height, and p is the radius
of spatial correlation of the terrestrial surface roughness.
Fig. 3a–c presents, as a case in point, the results of calcu-
lations of 〈|S(
)|2〉, where the ionospheric irregularity pa-
rameters were as before (� = 10−6 and l = 1 km), and the
value of � = 10−2 and the scale p took, respectively, the
values 10, 5 and 3 km. It is easy to note that a broad tem-
poral plateau (disappearing when roughnesses are smoothed
out) appears in the chirp-signal spectrum due to the scatter-
ing from ground roughnesses. The plateau dynamics is such
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Fig. 4. A typical oblique-incidence ionogram under quiet iono-
spheric conditions along the Magadan–Irkutsk path.

that with increasing terrestrial surface roughnesses in the
chirp-signal spectrum, it transforms into additional modes
(see Fig. 3b and c).
A trajectory analysis showed that such modes correspond

to combined modes of radio wave propagation. Upon re-
ection from the ionosphere, the group of lower rays of the
�rst hop, as it is scattered from ground roughnesses, prop-
agates further by the upper path, i.e. it transforms into a
group of upper rays of the second hop (see mode III). On
the other hand, the group of upper rays of the �rst hop, af-
ter the scattering from the ground, transforms into a group
of lower rays of the second hop (see mode IV). Since the
energy transported by the lower and upper rays is di�erent
because of the large divergence of the upper rays, mode III
is energetically more pronounced in the chirp-signal spec-
trum and, as regards the time delay, is adjacent to funda-
mental mode I, corresponding to the two-hop propagation
by the lower hop. Combined mode IV has a time delay sim-
ilar to that of fundamental mode II which corresponds to a
two-hop propagation by the upper ray. Note that as regards
multiple-hop paths, as a result of the multiple wave scatter-
ing in the ionosphere and from terrestrial roughnesses, one
should expect an increase of the number of additional com-
bined modes that are not associated directly with the reg-
ular structure of the ionosphere. This factor must probably
be taken into account when solving the problem of predict-
ing the modal composition of distant radio communication
signals.

4. Results of experimental investigations

In an e�ort to make a comparison with the results of
the theoretical calculations outlined above, an analysis was

made of the experimental data of chirp-sounding for the
Magadan–Irkutsk path. The path length is D = 3000 km.
Performance characteristics of the equipment used are given
in Brynko et al. (1988); the frequency-sweep rate was 100
kHz=s, and the sampling duration (duration of the time win-
dow) T was 1 s. Runs with a typical structure of ionograms
were chosen for processing (see Fig. 4). A total of 100
ionograms were selected (May and October 1989, February
1994 and 1995). The processing was carried out in three
steps.
The �rst step involved a pretreatment and identi�cation

of the propagation modes (Grozov et al., 1996). The second
step included determining, in the interactive mode, maxi-
mum usable frequencies FMUF of the corresponding modes
of the received signal. The third step involved determin-
ing the duration of the power spectrum �eq in the frequency
range (0.85–1.00) F=FMUF at frequency steps of 94 kHz
(�eq = �
=!̇, where �
 is the width of the power spectrum
envelope at the level of 0:5Smax or 0:1Smax). Note that when-
ever no distortions were present in the ionospheric channel
with the selected parameters, �eq = 30 �s. For the one-hop
and two-hop signals, respectively, �eq was determined in the
automatic and interactive modes.
Fig. 5 presents typical power spectra for the one-hop and

two-hop signals (see, respectively, Fig. 5a and b) where the
one-hop signal is characterized by the presence of a plateau
(a signi�cant increase of �eq at the 0:1Smax level), which is in
agreement with the numerical simulation results presented
above (see Fig. 3). The determination of �eq; i for each ratio
F=FMUF is followed by a calculation of the mean value of
�eq (�eq;m = (1=n)

∑
i �eq; i), where n is the number of values

of �eq obtained at the same value of F=FMUF (nmax = 100 is
determined by the number of ionograms used). Processing
results are given in Figs. 6 and 7.
An analysis of the data obtained shows that for the lower

mode 1F (see Fig. 6a) the mean value of �eq (�eq;m) varies
from 32 to 39 �s with increasing working frequency. The
manner of behavior of �eq;m for both modes corresponds to
the variation of the frequency correlation function depending
on frequency (Afanasiev et al., 1983).
The two-hop signal shows a stronger increase of �eq;m.

Also, �eq;m, determined at the 0:5Smax level, varies from 65
to 88 �s with increasing frequency, and the rate of increase
somewhat exceeds that for the one-hop signal (see Fig. 7).
In the range (0.98-1) F=Fmax, �eq;m. decreases.
The variation of �eq;m, determined at the 0:1Smax level, has

a more complicated character, and in the frequency range
(0.85–1) F=Fmax it varies from 213 to 150 ms with increas-
ing frequency (see Fig. 7b). If the character of variation
of this quantity is examined over a wider range, then it
shows a tendency for the plateau to increase with increasing
frequency, and from a certain value, to decrease as one
approaches FMUF (see Fig. 8).
In some runs for the two-hop signal, a narrow frequency

range shows an e�ect involving the appearance of additional
multipathing. An example of such a situation is given in
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Fig. 5. The form of the power spectrum of chirp-signal depending on the ratio F=FMUF for the case presented in Fig. 4 ((a) form of the
power spectrum of the one-hop signal where the lower-mode power spectrum is shown at the left, and the upper-mode power spectrum
appears at the right. (b) form of the power spectrum of the two-hop signal).

Fig. 6. Experimental dependence of the equivalent length of the power spectrum of the one-hop signal on the ratio F=FMUF
(�eq;m = (1=n)

∑
i �eq; i; �eq; i = �
i=!̇, where �
i is the width of the power spectrum as determined at 0:5Smax level for a given ratio

F=FMUF; n is the number of counts for a given F=FMUF; nmax = 100 and is determined by the number of ionograms used; (a) �eq;m for the
lower mode, (b) �eq;m for the upper mode).
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Fig. 7. Experimental dependence of the equivalent length of the power spectrum of the two-hop signal on the ratio F=FMUF
(�eq;m = (1=n)

∑
i �eq; i; �eq; i = �
i=!̇, where �
i is the width of the power spectrum as determined at 0:5Smax level for a given ratio

F=FMUF; n the number of counts for a given F=FMUF; nmax = 100 and is determined by the number of ionograms used; (a) �eq;m determined
at 0:5Smax level; (b) �eq;m determined at 0:1Smax level).

Fig. 8. Experimental dependence of the equivalent length of the power spectrum of the two-hop signal on the ratio F=FMUF over a wide
range of frequencies (F=FMUF = 0:45–0.99; (.(�eq;m = (1=n)

∑
i �eq; i; �eq; i = �
i=!̇, where �
i is the width of the power spectrum as

determined at 0:1Smax level for a given ratio F=FMUF; n is the number of counts for a given F=FMUF; nmax = 100 and is determined by the
number of ionograms used).
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Fig. 9. Example of the appearance of additional multipathing over
a narrow range of frequencies.

Fig. 9. This e�ect that was observed in a numerical simula-
tion (see Fig. 3), is possible in the special event that the path
passes over a territory with a mountainous relief, typical of
the Irkutsk–Magadan path.

5. Conclusion

Thus, the results of a numerical simulation and exper-
imental data presented above intimate that the proposed
technique for calculating the structure of signals emitted by
chirp-ionosondes reproduces qualitatively correctly a num-
ber of propagation e�ects caused by the inuence of iono-
spheric irregularities and terrestrial roughness. Also, the
main contribution to a change in the signal structure is made
by ionospheric irregularities and by terrestrial surface rough-
nesses, with the latter playing a decisive role for two-hop
signals.
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